Nonobstructive coronary artery disease as detected by 64-detector row cardiac computed tomographic angiography is associated with increased left ventricular mass.
Cardiac computed tomographic angiography (CCTA) permits simultaneous assessment of coronary artery disease (CAD) and left ventricular mass (LVM). While increased LVM predicts mortality and is associated with obstructive CAD, the relationship of LVM with non-obstructive CAD is unknown. We evaluated 212 consecutive patients undergoing 64-detector row CCTA at 2 sites without evident cardiovascular disease or obstructive (≥70%) CAD by CCTA. LVM was measured by CCTA using Simpson's method of disks and indexed to body surface area (LVMI) and height to the allometric power of 2.7(LVM/ht2.7). CCTAs were evaluated by scoring a modified AHA 16-segment coronary artery model for none = 0 (0% stenosis), mild = 1 (1-49% stenosis) or moderate = 2 (50-69% stenosis). Overall CAD plaque burden was estimated by summing scores across all segments for a segment stenosis score (SSS, max = 32). The mean age was 53.3 ± 12.8 with 52% female, 48% hypertensive, and 7.4% diabetic. The mean LVM was 109 ± 32.5 g; 58.5% had any coronary artery plaque. In multivariable linear regression, SSS was significantly associated with increased LVM, LVMI and LVM/ht2.7. LVM increased by 2.0 g for every 1-point increase in SSS (95% CI 0.06-3.4, p = 0.006). Agatston scores provided no additional predictive value for increased LVM above and beyond SSS. Non-obstructive CAD visualized by CCTA is associated with increased LVM independent of effects of clinical risk factors and calcium scoring. Whether addition of LVM to stenosis assessment in patients undergoing CCTA enhances risk prediction of future CAD events warrants investigation.